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2. Germans overthrew the emperor and  
formed a  DEMOCRATIC government 



The German Economy 



3. In 1923, economy collapsed. German money was worthless.  
Millions of Germans lost their life savings.  

Economy slowly recovered until . . . 



(not on outline) 
 
Money became worthless. 
 
Before World War I: 
 $1 = about 4 marks. 
 
A few years later: 
$1 = 4.2 TRILLION marks 
 
Kids used money as toys.  
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(not on outline) 

 
 
People burned money 
to keep themselves 
warm.  



The German Economy 

4. The Great Depression of 1929 spread to Germany.  
Many lost their homes and were going hungry.  
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High unemployment (40%).  
Germans were looking for a change. 
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IV. A New Power in Germany 

A. The NAZI Party claims to have  
                answer to all of Germany’s problems 
1.  Nazi is short for “National Socialist German Workers Party” 



2. leader of Nazi Party at this time was ADOLF HITLER 

  a. this man became their leader  
                due to his very “charismatic” speeches 
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3.  Nazis said Germans were the SUPERIOR / ARYAN race 

  a.  all others were INFERIOR 



3. anti-Semitism was a significant part of the Nazi Party 

    a. anti-Semitism is the HATRED of Jewish people 

    b. they claimed Jews were Germany’s GREATEST  ENEMY 

    c. Jews became the “scapegoat” for Germany’s problems 
           i. a SCAPEGOAT is blamed for someone’s problems 
  d. Hitler claimed that that Germans must destroy Jews 



B. Nazi Party dominates German politics 
 1. In 1929, only 12 Nazis in the German Parliament. 
  

NAZI 





B. Nazi Party dominates German politics 
 2. Hitler had Nazis use VIOLENCE to intimidate their opponents 
       

“Death to Lies” 
“Hitler builds on help with  

buying (German products)” 

“people enjoy their needs, advice, 

 and (success) as you join  

the local group” 

“the NSDAP ensures  

the people’s  community” 



3. In 1932, Nazis ended up with 230 seats in parliament. 
 a. this was more than any other political party. 

NAZI 



The Nazi Party’s Power  
Grows in Parliament 
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C. A New Leader for Germany 

1. As the majority party, the NAZI Party was 
       responsible for selecting the new Chancellor. 
 a. this was their head of government (like PRESIDENT) 
2.  In January 1933, Hitler is APPOINTED Chancellor. 



D. Nazi Dictatorship Begins.  
1. In March 1933, Nazis passed a law &  
                               gave HITLER total power over Germany.   
2. The government changed from a  
                    DEMOCRACY into a DICTATORSHIP. 





3. The first Nazi concentration camp  
                                is opened in DACHAU. 
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